Abstract-Electromagnetic (EM) inversion is a useful tool for quantitative analysis in short-range applications of pulse radars. To estimate multilayered media properties using monostatic radar, two inverse scattering approaches are discussed: a) layer-stripping algorithm by exploiting amplitude and time delay of radar echoes after their detection, and b) EM inverse problem or parameter optimization by minimizing the mean square error between measured and modeled data. Redundancy in the estimation of media properties is given by spatial continuous measurements of the investigated media. This property is exploited in both the approaches investigated. In the layerstripping approach the medium within each layer is homogeneous and the interfaces are assumed laterally continuous. In the inverse problem permittivity is assumed to be laterally smooth, implicit smoothing being given in the model parameterization. It is implicit in both methods that the inversion accuracy is strictly related to the amplitude stability of the radar and plane wave approximation. Therefore, the system calibration and the compensation of some propagation effects (e.g., near field, losses due to conductivity and to scattering from particles distributed between layers and on interfaces, pulse distortion) become crucial aspects for each specific application.
I. INTRODUCTION

G
ROUND penetrating radar (GPR) [4] is a short-range pulse system for remote sensing mainly used to measure short-pulse electromagnetic (EM) reflections due to variations in the electrical properties of an investigated medium. Pulse width varies from s (low resolution, mediumrange applications within 10-40 m) to ns (very-short range applications-below 0.5 m); range is mainly limited by attenuation of the media and baseband pulses are usually preferred to avoid medium attenuation at high frequency. Pulse systems are mainly devoted to the detection and/or estimation of objects and interfaces beneath the ground surface or, in general, located in a visually (but not electromagnetically) opaque structure. The ability of pulse radars to map objects and interfaces (i.e., to obtain an image section in terms of echo time delays) has been documented in numerous ground-probing applications since the early 1970's. The areas of application are diverse (some geophysical applications are covered in a special issue [12] while for a recent review see [8] ): nondestructive tests in civil engineering (void detection, prediction of concrete deterioration from variations in its permittivity, pavement profiling, reinforcing bar location, subgrade deterioration in railroads, and airport runways); object detection and classifiManuscript received November 20, 1995; revised June 10, 1996 . The author is with the Dipartimento di Elettronica e Informazione, Politecnico di Milano, I-20133 Milano, Italy (e-mail: spagnoli@elet.polimi.it).
Publisher Item Identifier S 0196-2892(97) 00374-4. cation (monitoring subsurface contaminants and mapping hazardous wastes in environmental engineering); stratigraphic and bedrock mapping (geotechnical, archaeological, and hydrogeological applications; ice thickness profiling and permafrost mapping; borehole profiling). Radar penetration and resolution tends to be reduced by the EM attenuation, the range being from a few meters in conductive and/or wet media to 50 m, at the most, for low conductivity (below 1 mS/m) materials, e.g., [5] . The estimation of the permittivity profile takes us from a qualitative level to a quantitative one, the inverse EM problem lies in estimating permittivity from measured radar data. This paper proposes the EM inversion of monostatic pulse radar to estimate permittivity profiles in a multilayered medium. Since both permittivity and conductivity profiles cannot be estimated from monostatic radar measurements, we have assumed that the lossy part of the medium is known. Each layer is a mixture of particles embedded in an homogeneous matrix. Since particle size is considered to be small, compared to the pulse resolution, each layer can be modeled as a homogeneous medium with "effective" complex dielectric permittivity values [6] . The effective real part of the permittivity value (herein simply referred to as permittivity) is given by the combination of particle volume fractions. The equivalent attenuation is given by the combination of both the scattering and absorption (i.e., due to conductivity) of the propagating wavefield. Therefore, the medium is assumed to be horizontally layered or one dimensional (at least within the antenna beamwidth) and homogeneous within each layer. Inversion is adopted to estimate the location of interfaces, as well as their small lateral variations. Since permittivity variations are laterally smoother than antenna beamwidth, the content of any diffraction or laterally reflected energy is negligible.
The measured data in a monostatic radar experiment for a multilayered medium is (geometry is in Fig. 1 ) which depends on the location of transmitting (T) and receiving (R) antenna, indicates time. Here we estimate the permittivity of the media, in a space and depth , from measurements regularly sampled over time and in space . The lateral smoothness of the medium justifies the horizontally layered modeling and makes the inverse problem one dimensional (1-D). Many inverse scattering methods for layered medium are known in the literature, see e.g., [3] , [9] , [17] and references therein. For remote sensing of permittivity profiles we propose and compare two inverse scattering methods: the layer stripping 0196-2892/97$10.00 © 1997 IEEE inversion algorithm (Section II) and the EM inversion or parameter optimization algorithm (Section III).
In layer stripping inversion the permittivity profile is calculated from the estimation of the amplitude and the time delay of the detected radar echoes that refer to the th interface (plane wave approximation is usually understood in layer stripping approach). In monostatic GPR applications the amplitude and time of delay estimation is routinely performed on a scan-by-scan basis. However, the selection of inappropriate echoes, e.g., false alarms, will be discovered only during or after the layer stripping step. Such erroneous echoes provide the permittivity model building with a set of data points that, compared with the neighboring scans, contain some very large errors that can be visually appreciated from the lack of lateral continuity of permittivity values and/or interface profiles. The basic problem is that the interpretive step (echo detection) is performed with no reference to a physical model (physical models enter only when permittivity is calculated in layer stripping). The lateral continuity of echoes that pertain to the same interface is not at all exploited in echo detection. Since interfaces can be considered as a sequence of laterally continuous echoes, the approach proposed in Section II is the tracking of interfaces. This approach reduces the probability of false alarms and leads to continuous interface profiles. In addition, layer stripping has the advantage of implicitly incorporating a constraint in the lateral variation of permittivity, this constraint being exploited by tracking the interfaces laterally.
In EM inversion the permittivity profile is obtained as the minimization of the mean square error (MSE) between measured and modeled data. Given the assumption on media, lateral continuity of permittivity needs to be explicitly assumed. Depending on the model parameterization (not on forward modeling), we have made a distinction between 1-D and two-dimensional (2-D) EM inversion. Local or 1-D EM inversion leads to an estimate of the permittivity profile by minimizing the MSE for each space location . The main disadvantage is that each permittivity profile is performed independently of the neighboring location. Therefore, like the layer stripping approach, the estimated permittivity profile might show strong lateral variations. An alternative approach is to assume lateral continuity directly in the model space by parameterizing the permittivity model both vertically and laterally using a basis of B-splines. This is the global or 2-D EM inversion method discussed in Section III. An iterative Gauss-Newton optimization method has been used here, with some penalty terms to avoid nonuniqueness of the inversion.
This work was partially motivated by the application discussed in Section IV. It refers to ns monostatic pulseradar mounted on a vehicle to make continuous surveys at a speed of 50 km/h to estimate permittivity profiles, pavement thicknesses and concrete deterioration for programmed road and bridge deck maintenance. The reliability of the methods proposed was validated with core samples, achieving less than 8% error in thickness estimation. The main conditioning factors, assessed for this application as essential to achieve a quantitative use of monostatic radar data, are accurate antenna, radar, and EM modeling. Furthermore, it is assumed that an equivalent attenuation due to absorption and volume scattering is known a priori from media conductivity and particle size distribution.
II. PROCESSING IN LAYER-STRIPPING INVERSION
Echo detection and interface tracking are two aspects exploited herein. The signal model is a superimposition of echoes of known (monopolar or bipolar) pulse shape (1) additive term with variance, or power, takes into account zero mean noise and clutter. Pulse energy is ; for the th echo energy is and signal to noise ratio is (where ). System reverberation is assumed to be measured from freespace experiment and removed before any processing. The pulse shape differs from the transmitted pulse, mainly by the antenna response which is measured separately by placing a flat metal plate at a known distance from the antenna (see Section IV). Pulse amplitude in normalized so that .
A. Echo Detection and Amplitude Estimation
For each location , detection is a binary hypothesis testing between , that denotes no echo is present, and , an echo present in a subsequence of observations. Correlation receiver or matched filter is optimum for discriminating between desired echoes and white Gaussian noise . The filter is chosen to match the pulse shape (2) estimation of echo (or echoes) time of delay (TOD) is obtained from local maxima of evaluated within a pulse time window . Normalization of matched filter guarantees, at least for isolated echoes, that holds true. Analytical signals (i.e., signals that contain no negative complex frequency components obtained by inverse Fourier transforming only the positive frequency part of the forward transform) are used here in matched filtering (2) to improve accuracy in TOD estimation when echoes are distorted by an unknown phase shift, and to avoid cycle skips (selection of an ambiguous peak in the delay estimate) by performing echo delay estimation on the envelope . However, TOD estimation performed with analytic signals results in a loss of performances (i.e., it shows higher variance in TOD estimation) that can be limited if phase distortion is known or approximately known [19] .
Medium properties vary randomly within the volume given by the antenna beamwidth and pulse duration , thus scatterer distribution in the illuminated volume reduces the signal to noise ratio for echoes at longer times. If, for a given time , noise and clutter are uncorrelated across scans, it is reasonable to assume that they have the same statistics as a nonstationary random process with time-increasing variance. The improvement of signal to noise ratio in matched filter is achieved by averaging within a time-varying space window (3) aperture should be larger than the correlation length of clutter. The aperture can be made to linearly increase with time and to have approximately constant signal to noise ratio (SNR) after filtering, which is "desired" for most practical applications. However, the maximum value of aperture is limited by the lateral stationarity of echo delays. Adaptive threshold in echo detection is also chosen as a tradeoff between high probability of echo detection, low probability of false alarm, and resolution loss on increasing window aperture . An additional improvement, with respect to averaging within a time-varying window across scans, is achieved by estimating TOD and amplitude in two separate steps: first, by laterally tracking TOD of detected echoes to estimate, for the th interface, a delay profile (even if approximate) and second, by applying averaging (3) to scans corrected by tracked time (4) In practice, signal averaging (4) performed after TOD tracking is mainly performed in applications to improve accuracy in amplitude estimation for interface at time . An analysis of errors in permittivity and layer thickness estimation due to low is discussed in the Appendix.
B. Interface Tracking
A finite-memory tracking filter is adopted for interface tracking after echo detection. For the th interface, let be the predicted TOD at location ; the tracked TOD , selected from among the detected echoes, is the one with the largest amplitude within a search window around . The predicted time is obtained using the tracking filter [15] (5)
where the time variation is estimated with the finitememory algorithm (6) The interface selection depends on the tracking initialization:
and . Coefficients and should be selected as a compromise between low tracking noise (small and ) and good tracking capability of rapid interface variations (large and ). The value of also depends on the choice of tracking coefficients. The tracking of echo delay with larger variations needs large while small increases the misses of interfaces with rapid time-variations. Tracking of multiple interfaces is performed iteratively since each iteration corresponds to tracking of only one interface. The interfaces already tracked in previous iterations are removed from detected data to avoid multiple tracking of the same interface.
III. EM INVERSION
The measured radar signals are given by a vector of observed data samples (7) where is the time scan at the location and indicates matrix transposition. EM inversion for monostatic radar estimates the permittivity profile by minimizing the difference between measured and data modeled assuming a multilayered medium. Even if an horizontally model is considered, permittivity is allowed to slowly change laterally.
The permittivity model is parameterized as a continuous function using a basis of cubic B-splines. This approach has the advantage of providing a basis function that gives an implicit smoothing of permittivity in the model space. B-splines parameterization has also a continuous second order derivative, this could be useful for any ray-tracing modeling as future developments of this work. This parsimonious parameterization of the model space reduces the estimation to the strictly necessary number of unknowns. Permittivity is thus defined as (8) where is the unknown model vector that defines the amplitude of the B-spline functions and centered at the knot ( and are knot sampling in the model space). Density of knot points could be arranged as space and depth varying, and is dependent on the amount of smoothness of (i.e., knots should be closely spaced where the permittivity varies rapidly). In practice, knot sampling can be chosen up to fractions of pulse resolution while is larger than antenna beamwidth. Let be data estimated by the forward modeling for model , the problem to be solved is to find the set of model parameters that minimize the objective function (9) defined as the difference between observed and modeled data. The minimization of is a nonlinear problem. Herein the way chosen to solve nonlinear least squares problem is the iterative Gauss-Newton method that linearizes about the current model (10) where indicates the matrix of partial derivatives of data with respect to model parameters evaluated for . The model updating is obtained by backprojecting the residual onto the model space
The use of a linearized version of makes the iterative search of optimum model parameters computationally efficient but there is no guarantee that is the global minimum.
Let the plane wave modeling hold true for horizontally layered media, the data in forward modeling are simplified as a superimposition of echoes of known and time invariant pulse shape (12) medium is assumed to have negligible dispersion effects and conductivity introduces a low loss as for the practical frequency range. Both amplitude and time delay of echo generated from interface at depth depend on model parameters ( is the antenna height from ground surface). Discretization in depth locates the interfaces between homogeneous layers. Sampling interval in depth is lower than pulse resolution in the medium ( is the propagation velocity in the air) and lower or equal to knot distance in model parameterization , depth sampling is not necessarily uniform. The overall medium is a mixture of particles embedded in a matrix of homogeneous medium. Therefore, to be considered as an homogeneous layered model with an effective permittivity value, pulse width resolution and depth sampling should be chosen as being larger than the average particle size.
Amplitude in layered model is given by the reflection and transmission coefficients for plane wave at each boundary (13) where the normal incidence reflection coefficient for downward traveling wave is (14) the two way transmission coefficient at th interface is (15) and . Attenuation terms to be included into are assumed to be known and dependent on the specific application (see Section IV). The sum of partial time delays within each layer give the overall time delay for th interface (16) Once the forward modeling has been chosen, the partial derivative in model linearization (10) can be evaluated with the chain rule of partial differentiation (for the sake of conciseness, gradient has been left with a symbolical notation) (17) where indicates the permittivity, the travel times, and the amplitudes all ordered into vectors. There are three terms in the gradient (17) that are logically and practically evaluated in separate ways: the first term basically involves the waveshape ; the gradient of amplitude and travel times with respect to permittivity (second term) needs to consider (13)- (16); the parameterization of permittivity (8) appears only at the end of (17) . Any modification in model parameterization and/or in forward modeling involve only limited changes in the iterative updating strategy.
Since in inversion resolution and signal to noise ratio of measured data decreases with depth, the matrix inversion in (11) may become ill-conditioned; the inversion of deeper interfaces is unstable and EM inversion is nonunique. In addition to the regularization of model space introduced by B-spline functions, one way to stabilize the inverse problem is by adding damping factors. The a priori information is easily incorporated into the objective function through additional penalty terms. Objective function (9) is therefore replaced by adding the a priori estimate of the permittivity model with its covariance matrix [16] and penalty terms that take into account both vertical and lateral permittivity continuity (18) ( as lateral continuity should be mostly preserved). The EM inversion can be classified as global or local depending on whether or not the lateral knot sampling in model parameterization (8) is larger (2-D inversion) or equal (1-D inversion) to the space sampling of measured data . One-dimensional inversion is performed on a scan by scan basis, thus the permittivity model at each location reduces to (19) the model is independent of neighboring locations. In the objective function (18) any penalty on lateral continuity of permittivity is omitted . The main advantage of local inversion, with respect to global inversion, is simplicity and efficiency . However, if not properly controlled with starting model and model parameterization, local inversion can be locally unstable or optimization can easily reach a local minimum. Both these conditions are easily identifiable since the estimated permittivity profile shows lateral discontinuities or vertical streaks.
To avoid local minima in 1-D inversion, penalty in vertical continuity as well as diagonal covariance matrix in the a priori information with are needed and the starting model used for the first iteration is usually derived from layer-stripping approach. The choice of and in the objective function (18) is a tradeoff between the influence of different terms. Since smoothing is implicit in model parameterization, 2-D inversion seems to show good convergence properties even if objective function (9) is used.
IV. APPLICATION
The application of EM inversion discussed here refers to the estimation of the EM properties of shallow subsurfaces (within 50 cm) for pavement profiling with a radar system having ns and free space range resolution cm. As an example, Fig. 2 shows two core samples of pavements with multiple layers of asphalt with or without a substrate of concrete. In addition to transmission losses given absorption, there is an additional term given by the presence of inhomogeneities within the layer (Fig. 2 ). Since the aggregate particle size is smaller than the dominant wavelength in the media (for asphalt layers cm), the effective permittivity will be the permittivity value estimated by inversion, while attenuation due to scattering of small particles is considered separately. Cores are used to estimate the average size of inhomogeneities and will be used here to compare and validate inversion methods. Usually the accuracy required in thickness estimation is, to be of any use, below 10% for pavements of unknown structure (i.e., without any calibration core) or even partially known structure. Typical survey lengths range from 100 m up to 20-50 Km of continuous measurements. The tolerance needed for this application requires a quantitative analysis that is significantly different from ground mapping applications that are mostly based on qualitative detection of a spatial permittivity transient. Most of the differences from qualitative analysis lie in the calibration of the radar system and in the analysis of some of the propagation effects. Both aspects are investigated by focusing attention on the application.
A. Calibration
The overall radar experiment should be given careful consideration so that the signal processing preserves the relative echo amplitude and time delay. Radar calibration procedures to estimate system and antenna losses are essential. Compensation of long term amplitude variations is achieved by measuring any variations in transmitted pulse or fixed signal signature. Here we have chosen to compensate for amplitude by using the measurement of the internal reverberation that occurs before air/ground reflection. Timing jitter in the low frequency conversion of pulse radar receiver should be carefully controlled in system design as one of the most remarkable causes of random amplitude variations in radar echoes. Pulse distortion given by the antenna, and any near field effects in antenna-ground coupling, can be measured separately by varying the antenna height through a calibration procedure that uses media with known dielectric properties i.e., perfect conductor, free-space, and asphalt . Once the most important effects due to antenna-media coupling have been analyzed, both theoretically (using a forward modeling) and with laboratory experiments, they are compensated for by changing the amplitude and phase of the pulse shape . Amplitude compensations are trivial. Phase distortion of is compensated by using its linear approximation that is implicit in the analytical signal (for wideband pulses phase distortions can be approximated by a phase shift).
Antenna and cable reverberations are measured separately with a free-space experiment, and are thus removed from data before any processing. In this application [2] multiples are neglected as amplitude of interbed multiples is approximately below 10% with respect to the amplitude of useful echoes, signal to noise ratio for deeper interfaces ranges from 2-8 dB. External reverberations (i.e., multiples between antenna-ground or antenna-ground-external objects) need to be removed before any further processing.
B. Propagation Effects
Since here the antenna is placed close to the ground to improve signal to noise ratio and to increase lateral resolution, propagation in remote systems for ground-probing applications is mainly in the Fresnel region. Some of the propagation effects that occur, in practice, in the Fresnel region have been quantified by the previously discussed calibration procedures and by developing an EM reflectivity modeling. In this application reflectivity seems appropriate to model near-field effects and nonplanar characteristics of the wavefront at the antenna aperture. Modeling is based on plane wavefront decomposition in the wavenumber domain of spherical wavefronts. The measured signal is given by the superimposition of the reflectivity function for each plane wave (Sommerfeld integral). Elementary point source electric and magnetic dipoles have been modeled using their known radiation pattern. EM field from finite aperture antenna is modeled as a superimposition of few elementary electric and magnetic dipoles at the aperture, each with amplitude and phase behavior that have been estimated from the least square fit with the radiation pattern of the antenna (or any related measurements) in the Fresnel region.
Here we analyze some limiting aspects due to propagation in the Fresnel region, though a discussion of the experiments used for the calibration of propagation effects and their comparison with modeling is beyond the scope of this paper. With respect to the plane wave modeling adopted as forward modeling in the inversion, there are some effects that can be quantified with point source electric and magnetic dipoles using reflectivity modeling. We evaluated wideband time response of horizontally layered model, pulse shape distortion, amplitude, and phase variations due to evanescent energy.
Let us indicate with the measured signal obtained by placing a perfect conductor at distance from the antenna and, for a similar experiment, is the signal with a dielectric half-space of permittivity value . The normal incidence reflection coefficient is estimated by comparison of with : . The permittivity values estimated from depend on the antenna and its distance from the dielectric medium as well as the permittivity value . Fig. 3 shows the relative error in permittivity estimation derived from as the result of a numerical simulation for electric and magnetic dipoles and for a square aperture ( cm cm) with uniform illumination ( and have been obtained, for all the sources, from the electric field; and ns). Since the way chosen here to estimate permittivity from normal incidence reflection coefficient is the same as for inversion methods, it seem reasonable to use the results of Fig. 3 as a guideline to set the antenna height in the application.
In the propagation within a random media, the intensity of coherent EM field of wavelength is attenuated due to scattering and absorption that depend on particle density, cross section, and conductivity. For a layer with a given distribution of particle size, amplitude reduction versus depth is and depends on both absorption (subscript ) and volume scattering (subscript ). An analysis of loss given by spherical particles smaller than the wavelength (in the Rayleigh approximation) can be derived from [11] . Equivalent attenuation depends on particle density and on the cross section averaged over particle distribution. Some of the analysis has been adapted from literature to asphalt and concrete by assuming small spherical particles with a distribution of particle size derived from granulometric profiles for standard road construction. For a pulse radar with ns and bandwidth approximately , the equivalent attenuation in asphalt layers is in the range of 0.02 dB/cm to 0.08 dB/cm and in concrete layers ranges from 0.1 dB/cm up to 0.6 dB/cm [7] . Higher attenuation values are for high volumetric moisture content; detailed analysis of the influence of moisture can be found in [13] and [18] for soil, and in [10] for concrete.
In the presence of an interface with small surface roughness the normal incidence reflection coefficient of coherent field is [1] (20)
where indicates the normal incidence reflection coefficient for smooth interface. Any loss within each layer and at each interface gives a reduction of the measured reflection coefficient with respect to evaluated for homogeneous layers and smooth interfaces. This always occurs when the reflection coefficient is estimated from the amplitude of echoes. For small variations of reflection coefficients , the bias in the estimated permittivity of lower layers that follows from a reduction of measured reflection coefficients in the upper layer is (see Appendix) (21) For instance, the bias in the permittivity estimation for any rough interface (20) becomes . Interface roughness, absorption, and volume scattering reduce the coherent energy for each reflection, thus introducing a bias in the inversion. Layer thicknesses estimated in radar experiments by echo amplitudes and time delays are larger than those obtained by coring as permittivity is usually underestimated. In addition, coherent field fluctuations accumulate with layers. Clutter increases with depth not only because of Shadow area indicates 10% error in the radar measurement; additional uncertainty 61 cm has been added to take into account interface roughness in thickness measurements derived from cores.
larger illuminated volume but also because of increasing (or reduction of wavelength) in most practical applications. All the previously mentioned attenuation terms are evaluated separately (when it is possible to distinguish each of the contributions) and independently of the permittivity estimation algorithm. In EM inversion an equivalent attenuation is easily included as a-priori information ( term in Section III); in the layer stripping approach attenuation leads to amplitude compensation for each layer (equivalent attenuation and geometrical spreading) and for each interface (surface roughness). Echo fluctuations are modeled as additive noise and can be taken into account by a time-varying space averaging (Section II) or by damping rapid variations of permittivity in the EM inversion (Section III).
C. Experimental Results of Pavement Profiling
A commercial GPR characterized by a bipolar pulse width ns (bandwidth center frequency GHz) was adapted for this application. The system was mounted on a vehicle to make continuous surveys at the speed of 50 km/h with accurate measurement of distance . Distance between scans is cm (at 50 km/h) or less. The antenna was placed 30-35 cm above ground level to limit, to below 3%, the errors in permittivity estimation (Fig. 3) but high enough to preserve lateral resolution of the beamwidth within 30-45 cm. In addition, amplitude and phase compensation of are negligible (phase is below 10 ) when cm and
ns. An example of data derived from this application is shown in Fig. 5 (a) (after compensation of antenna reverberation and geometrical spreading). Additional processing is needed to compensate for vehicle and antenna vibrations before inversion.
The first step was the validation of all the aspects (previously discussed) that could make a quantitative analysis possible. The layer stripping approach was used to evaluate the feasibility of the layer thicknesses estimation as both layer stripping and EM inversion refer to the same EM model discussed in Section III. In monostatic radar such an evaluation involves first the estimation of echo delay and amplitude , then the estimation of layer thicknesses and permittivity by using, iteratively, relations (13)- (16) . The application of monostatic pulse radar with layer stripping inversion has been validated up to now with more than 40 Km of surveys and 120 cores with an average error within 8%. Fig. 4 shows the comparison between estimated thicknesses and those measured from core samples in a limited survey (20 cores) used to test accuracy without any calibration core (around each core location a manual procedure of interface tracking was used for this blind test). The thicknesses bias which is mainly given by losses at interfaces and within layers (see Appendix) has been compensated by the equivalent attenuation in the thickness estimation loop, and error is limited to below 10% (Fig. 4) .
In a test site (300 m length) where three consecutive core samples are available, 1-D and 2-D EM inversions have been compared to layer stripping method. In Fig. 5 (b) the echoes detected from data shown in (a) are indicated with markers. To increase the probability of detection, the threshold is usually rather low (approximately 10% or less than the amplitude of air/ground echoes). The reduction of probability of false alarm due to isolated echoes is achieved by interface tracking. The result of the layer-stripping approach after interface tracking ( ns) of detected echoes in (b) is shown with the permittivity profile in Fig. 5 (c) (average permittivity versus depth is also indicated on the right margin). Interfaces derived from coring have been superimposed to visually detect errors. The limitations of the layer stripping method that arise from this example are: 1) large thickness errors (core C3) given by errors in tracking thin interfaces (within 0-2 ns); 2) poor resolution of reflections below airasphalt interface ( ns) and interface missing of tracking filter, and 3) vertical strikes and bias in permittivity profile even when amplitudes have been estimated after space averaging ( m). The permittivity profile given by local and global EM inversion are shown in Fig. 5(d) and (e), respectively, with . The lateral continuity of permittivity is preserved when using the global approach; the RMS error between 1-D and 2-D inversion are comparable (some smaller values of 1-D are due to the larger number of degrees of freedom in the model parameterization). The vertical discontinuity of the permittivity profile in (e) shows good agreement with core samples, even for shallow layers. Lateral discontinuities of permittivity, common to both 1-D inversion and layer stripping inversion, demonstrate the limitations of local methods. A reasonable permittivity profile with slowly varying vertical gradient can be recovered with EM inversion only; permittivity values obtained with inversion are also comparable with laboratory tests. An additional advantage of 2-D inversion is that instability in parameter optimization seems not to be critical if compared with 1-D inversion.
Computational cost is the drawback of EM inversion methods with respect to layer stripping. This is mainly due to gradient evaluation (17) and to the parameter optimization step (11) . If the starting model is obtained from the layer stripping approach only a few nonlinear iterations (3-8 iterations) are needed before the objective function (9), or any similar measurement (normalized RMS error is used here), no longer decreases significantly. If matrix is ill-conditioned (i.e., some of the eigenvalues are small) the inversion is unstable, the conjugate gradient iterations become useful as basically allow the solution to be restricted to the subspace spanned by the larger eigenvalues. For 2-D EM inversion, a data volume of up to 10 3 scans (as for the example in Fig. 5 ) represents an upper limit for reasonable computational cost. For larger data volumes, parameter optimization can be obtained with overlapped subsections. For real-time estimation of permittivity profile the methods to be preferred to global EM inversion are 1-D EM inversion and/or layer stripping inversion (mostly to locate interfaces and estimate layer thicknesses).
V. CONCLUSION
Quantitative permittivity estimation for short-range monostatic radar has been exploited and compared using layer stripping and EM inversion methods. The overall problem has been simplified in the case of horizontally layered model or even for a medium with smooth (i.e., inverse problem is still considered as 1-D) lateral variations of permittivity profile. Plane wave approximation is an implicit assumption in all the inversion methods proposed. Propagation effects have been quantified as an equivalent attenuation within layers and at each interface.
Layer stripping inversion is based on amplitude and time delay of radar echoes. The detection and tracking of the echoes that belong to the same interface represents the nonlinear step of the layer stripping algorithm. Depth location of interfaces tracked in time is achieved by an iterative procedure for permittivity estimation based on echo amplitude. The main drawbacks are: misses or false alarms in interface tracking, errors in amplitude estimation, and large errors in permittivity model. However, since layer stripping inversion represents a useful and efficient technique for interface profiling (mostly for applications where real-time processing is required), further research on tracking algorithms is a future activity [14] .
The permittivity profile obtained from parameter optimization in the EM inversion method is less affected by errors in data. Nonuniqueness of the inversion and lateral continuity of permittivity is obtained by parameterizing the model space with a basis of smooth functions (cubic B-splines). In global (or 2-D) EM inversion all the data volume is processed at the same time while in local (or 1-D) EM inversion each scan is processed independently of the neighboring scans. Compared to 1-D inversion, 2-D seems less influenced by instability or fluctuations of the solution but it is computationally more expensive. Global inversion could be extended to more complex models even if such extension is complicated by inversion instability and computational tractability (mainly due to forward modeling).
APPENDIX SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF INVERSION
Here we evaluate the influence of amplitude errors in the estimation of permittivity. Let be the amplitude of normal incidence plane wave, the amplitude of reflected plane wave with perfect conductor interface is . The normal incidence reflection coefficient between two media with permittivity values (upper layer) and (lower layer) is
Since pulse shape is the one measured from flat metal plate reflection is used as reference amplitude in permittivity estimation. In amplitude estimation, comparison with yields a reverse sign in reflection coefficients when measured from pulse radars, i.e.,
. Let the measured amplitude be and the measured reflection coefficient be , where . The permittivity in the lower layer is estimated once permittivity of upper layers is given (here ) (23)
The error in permittivity can be evaluated from (23) for small variations of (24) The error in estimated thickness for lower layer depends on (25) here . Equations (24) and (25) can be useful for quantitative analysis of bias and noise. A lower amplitude measurement due to propagation effects gives a bias in permittivity as well as a bias in layer thicknesses . The consequence of random variations of amplitude (e.g., due to noise) is reflected in a random variation of permittivity values and layer thicknesses. For the interface air/asphalt a typical value is while for lower interfaces amplitude is . In practice, effective random amplitude variations normalized to nominal amplitude ranges between dB (deeper interfaces) and dB (air/asphalt interface), the corresponding variations in thickness estimation are approximately % for each interface and errors in depth location of interfaces accumulate with layers.
